Quick MFA Production check list:

- 881KA Directing Documentary
- 881KB Directing Fiction
- 488M Pre-thesis Production
- 488M Pre-thesis Post-production
- 488M Thesis Production
- 488M Thesis Post-production
- 390C Editing
- 380C Writing
- 390E Audio
- 388P Cinematography
- 388T Producing
- 385 History of Film

- Elective 1
- Elective 2
- Elective 3

- Supporting Work 1
- Supporting Work 2

- 398R Master’s Report (must be take the semester of graduation)

60 hours – (18 classes)

Up to 12 hours may be taken cr/no cr, however, History of Film and all required production courses must be taken for a grade.

Only one independent study (in addition to the 488M in your third year and any 388S equipment and facility hours) may be counted toward degree.

Up to 9 hours of upper-division undergraduate courses. No more than 6 within the major are permitted.